The term oceanic salts concerns the salts, which can be formed from solutions containing the major ions of seawater, that is the hexary system Na
Introduction
Oceanic salts, as the name already suggests, are salts crystallizing when evaporating seawater. The major ions and their concentration in modern seawater are given in Table 1 . These ions form a six-component aqueous system, often called the hexary oceanic salt system. The salts formed from these ions under very different conditions of T, p and solution composition comprise the oceanic salts. An extended view includes also the carbonates of magnesium and calcium. For geochemistry the distribution of bromide ions and other trace elements as fluoride, strontium, barium, iron etc. play an important role in elucidating the seawater chemistry, however, there salts are not classified as oceanic salts [1] .
Understanding which salt phases can be formed from the major ions of seawater under certain conditions is of major importance in various fields of science and technology: -geochemistry of rock salt and potash salt deposits [2, 3] -potash salt extraction from evaporitic deposits [4] or salt lake brines [5] -design and safety assessment of underground waste storage in rock salt formations [6, 7] -planetary science, for instance origin and role of the enormous deposits of magnesium and calcium sulfates on Mars [8, 9 ] -lithium extraction from salt lakes, effective use of salt lake resources [10] -climate research [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , -processes in troposphere, salt hydrates formed in clouds [16] -natural stones and building materials weathering and measures for conservation [17] -gypsum-based building materials -MgO-based cements and concretes [18] [19] [20] Questions, which have to be answered in all of these fields of science and technology are always similar:
Which salts crystallize under which conditions from which solution compositions? Which salts can coexist in contact with a given solution? Which salts will react with each other and convert to another salt phase? What was the solution composition, when certain salts had been formed from solution? How can one effectively separate and purify salt components? Mass balances for conversion processes? Which properties have the saturated and unsaturated solutions?
Most of these questions can be answered from the knowledge and appropriate presentation of the solid-liquid solubility diagrams, either of the complete hexary system or of its subsystems. Today we can look back on more than 100 years of investigations on the oceanic salt system first of all in respect to solubility phenomena and the experimental establishment of solubility equilibria as well as the physical properties and structural characteristics of the salt phases and their aqueous solutions. In the last decades thermodynamic modelling of the equilibria became a larger topic with the aim to interpolate or extrapolate into data gaps of multicomponent systems.
To understand the chemistry of a certain salt -water system means to know the salt phases, which can be formed in general, the temperature-pressure-composition conditions for their stability and the properties of the saturated and unsaturated solution containing the ions of the particular system.
In this review at first the sub-systems are listed and the application of the phase rule for description of phase stability is shortly discussed. Then an overview about the known salts and salt minerals is presented. Headlined with the term "stability", the present status of experimental investigation and evaluation of solubility data in the quinary system Na-K-Mg-Cl-SO 4 -H 2 O is discussed by looking back on historical mile-stones and pointing out still existing deficiencies. Finally the status of thermodynamic modelling in respect to the oceanic system is summarized and future work will be suggested.
The region of temperature (pressure influence not considered here) and solution composition, where certain salt phases are in solubility equilibrium with the solution can be fixed by means of invariant points of the salt -water system under consideration according to the phase rule. These points can be read off from solubility diagrams. In a simple binary system the invariant points are manifested as the crossing points of the curves describing the temperature dependence of solubility of various hydrates (see right column in Table 2 ). The existence range for a hydrate is thus limited by a low and high temperature invariant point. In the 16 ternary systems these invariant temperature -composition points are to be fixed in a three dimensional solubility diagram with T -m 1 -m 2 coordinates, which is inconvenient. Therefore, isothermal m 1 -m 2 sections at constant temperature are used as shown in Table 2 . Along an isotherm, several branches occur, representing the saturation with a certain salt phase, here simple salts AX, BX, and double salt AX⋅BX. The crossing points of these branches on an isotherm fix the composition, where two salts can coexist in contact with solution at this temperature. These points are named isothermal invariant points.
This means, in ternary systems, the isothermal invariant points are two-salt points. Connecting the two-salt points for every T i in the projection (interrupted lines) yields the polythermal invariant points. In this example one invariant point comprises the 3 solids AX, AX⋅BX and BX. Thus, one can conclude from the diagram, that the double salt AX⋅BX can be formed from a solution only at temperature above T 1 . Connecting all the polythermal invariant three-salt points with straight lines yields saturation planes of the salt phases in a three-dimensional T -m 1 -m 2 diagram. However, this would be only a rough description of the solubility equilibria, since the planes have a more or less pronounced curvature, which is manifested in the curvature of the isothermal sections.
In the quaternary systems one composition variable more is necessary. In order to present the solubility equilibria in two-dimensional graphs under isothermal conditions the content of one of the components have to be neglected, usually the water. The isothermal phase relations for quaternary systems are graphically presented in triangle diagrams (one common ion) or quadratic squares diagrams for systems with two different cations and anions as shown in Table 2 . In both diagram types along lines two salts are in equilibrium with solution and points represent isothermal non-variant equilibrium points with 3 solids saturating the solution. From a practical point of view, solubility studies in these systems mostly have been performed along solubility lines with two salts as solid phases present. Consequently, experimental results about the concentration inside the crystallization fields are scarce or missing.
The 6 quaternary systems with two different cations and two different anions are called reciprocal quaternary systems. When saturating a solution with salt components AX and BY the reciprocal cation-anion exchange reaction has to be taken into account and according to the solubility relations solid AY or BX can crystallize according to the reciprocal exchange reaction AX BY AY BX + → +
Plotting these diagrams at different temperatures and connecting the isothermal invariant three-salt points gives the polythermal invariant four-salt points. Note, that in these diagrams only the salt compositions can be read off, not the water content. Separate plots with water as a component are necessary to fix this quantity and also to see the crystallization pathway when evaporating water from the solutions. Extensive explanations and instructions how to use solubility diagrams in describing crystallization processes can be found in [4, [21] [22] [23] . Today such tools are frequently used to protocol geochemical or technological process data or to visualize computer calculation results from thermodynamic modelling.
Selecting five of the major ions gives 6 different quinary systems ( Table 2 ). The system in bold letters (Na, K, Mg, Cl, SO 4 ) was investigated most thoroughly in the past, since the salt deposits formed from evaporation of seawater contain these ions after the intitial precipitation of the low soluble calcium salts. NaCl is the overwhelming component in oceanic water and thus during evaporation the precipitation of potassium and magnesium salts proceeds always under the condition of simultaneous saturation with NaCl (halite). Therefore, the solubility equilibria in the five component system Na, K, Mg, Cl, SO 4 were investigated thoroughly only at simultaneous saturation with NaCl. Only very few data exist for solid-liquid equilibria under conditions, where NaCl is not present as solid phase.
In the quinary systems simultaneous saturation with 4 salts provides the isothermal invariant points and with 5 salts the polythermal invariant points. Since the dimensionality is further increased the salt composition for solubility equilibria at one temperature requires a trigonal prism as shown in Table 2 . Within the prism volume elements represent the composition ranges of one salt, surfaces the coexistence of two salts, lines of 3 salts and a point of 4 salts at given temperature (isothermal invariant points). Plotting the projections of the isothermal invariant points on the side planes of the prism for different temperatures will result in crossing points yielding the polythermal invariant equilibria with 5 salts (or at the lowest T with four salts and ice).
In order to visualize processes in evaporite geochemistry or potash extraction technology two-dimensional Jänecke plots in a Gibbs triangle are in use [22] . With these diagrams only solubility relations at saturation with NaCl are considered and as the coordinates K 2
++

, Mg
++ and SO 4 -are chosen, where the relation 2 4 K Mg SO 100 + + = holds, units can be mass-% or mol-%. Reading and drawing conclusions about crystallization processes in this diagram type requires experience in order to avoid misinterpretations (see [3] p. 24, 90). However, for geochemists it helps to get a quick view on possible saturation states of solutions sampled in the field. Finally in the hexary system at an isothermal invariant point 5 salts are in equilibrium with its solution and in the polythermal case 6 solid phases will be present.
Known salt phases and minerals
This review comprises all salt phases known at temperatures up to 473 K with emphasis to recent findings or discoveries (after the publication date of Gmelins Supplement of the Potassium volume [24] ) as well as unresolved problems. For completeness also the well characterized phases are mentioned. Hydroxide-containing and acid salts are not included in this review.
Simple chlorides
NaCl (halite) and KCl (sylvite): Both salts are well-known and their physical properties have been determined in a wide range of temperature and pressure [25] . NaCl is the main constituent in rock salt formations. A remarkable property of NaCl concerns the visco-plastic behaviour, which caused the geological formation of salt domes and is also of importance in rock salt mining.
NaCl⋅2H 2 O (hydrohalite):
This hydrate represents the only hydrated form of NaCl. According to the phase diagram NaCl-H 2 O [26] it crystallizes in form of hexagons below 273.3 K (0.2 °C) at NaCl concentrations higher than 26.3 mass%. The crystal structure was determined at 150 K [27] . Sodium ion is coordinated octahedrally by four water molecules and two chloride ions in cis-position.
KCl⋅H 2 O:
In Gmelins Handbook of Inorganic Chemistry [24] formation of a monohydrate of KCl is mentioned for temperatures near -10 °C citing [28] [29] [30] . This hydrate should exist only in a very small temperature interval. However, there is no new work reported about this hydrate and [26] stated that the question of existence or no existence cannot be decided. Thus, the hydrate was not considered in the evaluation of the solubility curve in the temperature region between -10 and 0 °C. MgCl 2 ⋅RH 2 O with R = 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 crystallize from aqueous solutions between the eutectic at 240 K and 523 K [31] [32] [33] . All MgCl 2 hydrates are very hygroscopic, the hexa-hydrate will take up water at a relative air humidity above 30 % at ambient temperature [34] . For the hydrates R = 1-6 thermodynamic standard data at 298.15 K are listed in [35] .
MgCl 2 ⋅12H 2 O represents a cryo-hydrate, which congruently melts at (257.5 ± 0.5) K [36] . These authors report that the crystals are swimming on a saturated solution, which is remarkable, but was not reassessed later. The crystal structure of [37] was re-determined recently confirming the atom positions, but including the hydrogen atom positions [38] .
MgCl 2 ⋅10H 2 O was very recently prepared under high pressure from amorphous MgCl 2 hydrate at low temperature and crystal structure was determined from the crystal powder by means of synchrotron X-ray and neutron diffraction [39] .
MgCl 2 ⋅8H 2 O is formed from saturated MgCl 2 solution below (273.3 ± 0.3) K [36] . Van't Hoff and Meyerhoffer observed a metastable octahydrate, which they denoted as the β-form. In their notation the α-form is stable, however, later the formation of a metastable form could not be reproduced [38, 40] . Even D'Ans [41] [42] . Later determinations yielded 171 J/g [43] . Enthalpies of crystallization of the hexa-hydrate were evaluated on the basis of caloric measurements and temperature derivatives in the solubility diagram [44] . The specific heat capacity, Cp, of the crystals between 20 and 70 °C is given with (0.3788 ± 0.0070) cal⋅g ) [42] . For the molten hexa-hydrate the same authors gave a value of 0.4911 cal/g ( = 2.055 J⋅g
) in the interval from 117.6 to 129.7 °C. With a background in latent heat storage applications DSC measurements have been performed and Cp as a function of temperature and heat of melting (34.6 ± 0.5 kJ⋅mol -1 ) had been estimated [45] . Thermal dehydration was extensively investigated under dynamic [46, 47] and static conditions [48] with the focus on hydrolysis, when the lower hydrates are formed. Dehydration enthalpies were derived from vapour pressure measurements by [49] .
MgCl 2 ⋅4H 2 O: Crystal structure from a product formed by dehydration in solid state shows disorder [50] , whereas in crystals grown from molten hexa-hydrate no disorder exists [51] . The latter gives a density of 1.65 g⋅cm -3 at 200 K. MgCl 2 ⋅2H 2 O: Crystal structure was solved for the powdered product from dehydration in solid state [52] . Calcium chloride forms a number of stable and metastable hydrates. Temperature ranges of crystallization from aqueous solution and density data are listed in Table 3 . The crystal structure of the mono-and 1/3-hydrate is unknown.
A discussion on the lattice energies of the various hydrates can be found in [61] . Heat capacities and phase transition enthalpies between 270 and 400 K were determined for the hexa-, tetra-and di-hydrate [62] . Cooling down to the low-lying cryohydratic point (-55 °C) generates no higher hydrate than the hexa-hydrate [63] . Cryoscopic Raman spectra of fluid inclusions do also not indicate other hydrates of CaCl 2 than the hexahydrate [64, 65] It is remarkable that the most reliable data [60] of the solubility curve below 273 K (0 °C) were derived from [63] . The melting and freezing behaviour was investigated extensively for the development of latent heat storage materials for room temperature applications [62, 66, 67] . Main obstacle is loss of heat storage capacity due to stratification of the tetra-hydrate and super-cooling of the molten hexa-hydrate.
The pressure dependence of the solubility up to very high pressures was investigated by [68, 69] . Enthalpy of crystallization was re-evaluated by [44] yielding 37.7 ± 0.4 kJ/mol. [70] . The 1/3-hydrate was identified relatively late by [71] in the course of calorimetric and phase equilibrium studies.
With modern Raman spectrometers the various hydrates can be identified by their Raman band patterns in the wavenumber range 2800-4000 cm -1 [65] even in small fluid inclusions.
Sodium and potassium sulfates:
The known minerals and phases are listed below. Glaserite, solid solution with Na 2 SO 4 up to 1:1 ratio Na:K Na 2 SO 4 and K 2 SO 4 exist as minerals thenardite and arcanite. From phase chemistry's point of view thenardite belongs to the orthorhombic phase Na 2 SO 4 (V). When heated above 180 °C it transforms reversibly to the form (III) and at 240 °C into a hexagonal form (I). Re-formation of (III) from (I) on cooling occurs through another form (II) [72] . The observed transition temperatures vary within 10 K since the transformations are sluggish and the high temperature forms can exist days or weeks at room temperature when stabilized by cations as Ca
, Y 3+ [74, 75] . Presence of humidity accelerates these transformation processes. Na 2 SO 4 ⋅10H 2 O is known as mineral mirabilite or also named Glauber's salt. It melts incongruently with precipitation of anhydrous sodium sulfate at 305.533 K (32.383 °C) accompanied by an enthalpy change of 78.04 kJ⋅mol -1 [76] . There were many attempts to use this heat of melting (360 kJ per liter molten hydrate) for heat storage applications, but due to the settling of the anhydrous salt the heat can be recovered only partly via rehydration, if settling is not avoided by technical measures [77] [78] [79] . In the crystal structure of the deca-hydrate exists some disorder due to thermally activated librational modes of sulfate ions near room temperature [80] . This was discussed as in agreement with earlier heat capacity measurements, from which a zero-point entropy in the order of R⋅ln2 was derived. The latter was interpreted as hydrogen bond disorder of the water molecules [81] . However, recently it could be shown that at low temperatures (120 K) the disorder disappears [82] . In the light of the new diffraction measurements low temperature heat capacity data and structure are not in agreement. A p-V-T equation of state was established for synthetic deuterated mirabilite for a range of 4-300 K by [83] . Na 2 SO 4 ⋅7H 2 O represents a metastable hydrate, but it can be obtained easily by cooling supersaturated aqueous solutions of sodium sulfate from 40 °C to about 293-295 K (20-22 °C) [84] or to a little bit lower temperature of about 280 K [82] . The transition temperature to the stable deca-hydrate in an aqueous suspension was determined very accurately as (23.465 ± 0.004) °C [84] and proposed as a secondary temperature calibration point. Interestingly, the hepta-hydrate was found also as a mineral (Pustynite) in Kasachstan in salt solution pools in the dessert [85] . Crystal structure analysis by Oswald [86] indicated disorder in one oxygen position of a water molecule at 150 K. Our re-investigation revealed no disorder at 150 K [82] , but the structure had to be described in a unit cell of double size than had been used by Oswald et al. Na 2 SO 4 ⋅8H 2 O was crystallized recently at high pressure (1.5 GPa) from an 3.4 molal solution at 293 K and the structure was solved by in-situ single crystal diffraction [86] . Na 2 SO 4 ⋅3K 2 SO 4 : This double salt is known as the mineral glaserite. However, the ratio of 1:3 for the two sulfates as given in the formula represents a limiting case. At enhanced temperatures and high Na/K ratio in the solution glaserite can uptake Na 2 SO 4 reaching ratios up to 1:1. The latter salt is sometimes named aphtitalite. Thus, between these two ratios the phase represents a solid solution of glaserite with Na 2 SO 4 [87] , which can be understood structurally. Cations can occupy three different sites in the glaserite structure with coordination numbers 6 (1b), 10 (2d, two-fold), and 12(1a) [88] . At low temperatures Na + resides only in 1b, at increasing T up to 50 % of the two-fold 2d site can be occupied by Na + resulting in a 1:1 ratio of Na + /K + in the lattice. According to the chemical analyses of Foote [89] also at 25 °C about 4 % variation in the sodium sulfate occurs. We had studied the system Na 2 SO 4 -K 2 SO 4 -H 2 O up to 200 °C where the Na/K ratio increased to 1.25 at the extremum [90] .
Hydrates of magnesium sulfate
MgSO 4 forms a number of hydrates ( Table 4) . Some of them were prepared or found only recently. A discussion about the mineral names to be used can be found in [85] . Details for preparation and observations on [92] . The hydrate with R = 1.25 was not considered as an individual hydrate, since the 0.25 mol water are released continuously and the powder X-ray diffraction pattern is identical with the monohydrate but the reflexes are broadened. All phases can be formed during the dehydration of the hepta.-hydrate, depending on conditions as for example evaporation rate.
Renewed interest for the hydrates of MgSO 4 arose from research related to the salts and hydrates on Martian surface. These hydrates can play a certain role in storage and redistribution of water on this planet. Therefore dehydration-hydration studies were performed at low temperatures (down to -10 °C), low relative humidities and reaction times up to 46 months [110] [111] [112] . At these low temperatures amorphous forms of dihydrate and even anhydrous MgSO 4 were obtained [113] . Modern Raman spectrometer allow fast and reliable identification of the various hydrates on the bases of their water and sulfate anion vibration patterns [110, 111, 114] . A new low temperature (-10 °C) form of the hepta-hydrate was discovered on the basis of changes in the Raman spectrum and powder X-ray diffraction pattern of samples held at cryotectic temperature for long time [112] .
For interpretation of spectral data from Mars orbiter the optical constants (reflexion, absorption) in a wide wavelength range have been determined also for hydrates of MgSO 4 [113] . From crystal structure analysis [107, 115] it is now sure that the water-richest hydrate contains 11 and not 12 mol water per MgSO 4 . Interestingly, this mineral was supposed to exist on Mars (Peterson und Wang 2006) before it was discovered as a mineral (Meridianiite) on earth in Canada in ponds containing MgSO 4 solution in winter, where it crystallized at temperatures between 2 °C and -4 °C [108] . Determined lattice parameters of MgSO 4 ⋅11D 2 O between 4 and 250 K by powder neutron diffraction and correlated thermal expansion characteristics with the hydrogen bond network in the structure. Formation of an undeca-hydrate seems to be a unique property of MgSO 4 in the series of MSO 4 hydrates (M = Mg, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn) [116] . Synthetic meridianiite can accommodate several percent of two-valent cations M 2+ in the structure [116] . All the lower hydrates with R = 2, 3, 4, 5 although assumed as metastable can crystallize from aqueous solution at temperatures below boiling point [92] . We observed the formation of tetra-and pentahydrate quite commonly when evaporating natural or synthetic solutions rich in magnesium, chloride and sulfate. However, formation of the monohydrate in its real kieserite structure needs longer times under hydrothermal conditions [93] . On the other hand Zeng et al claim from solubility investigations to have had obtained the monohydrate within five days in concentrated MgCl 2 -MgSO 4 solutions at 323 K [117] .
The hepta-hydrate, MgSO 4 ⋅7H 2 O, is well-known as mineral epsomite. A refinement of the crystal structure in respect to the hydrogen position was performed by means of a single crystal neutron diffraction study [105] . Calleri et al. [104] determined the absolute configuration of crystals and showed the consequences in growth morphology.
Sometimes for the hepta-hydrate an α-or β-phase (or I and II phase) is mentioned in the literature, however the existence is unclear [118] .
At pressures below 15 kbar epsomite undergoes several phase transitions and becomes finally amorphous [119] . A more detailed picture over the pressure phase transitions of the hepta-hydrate was accomplished recently [120] .
MgSO 4 ⋅6H 2 O, hexahydrite, has a stable crystallization range from 321 K (48 °C) to 340 K (67 °C) in MgSO 4 solutions. However, it tends to remain as a metastable solid below and above these temperatures. A new set of crystal structure data was published by [102] . It confirms the structure given by [121] . An interesting observation on an instability of the hexa-hydrate at low temperatures between 235 and 265 K was reported by [122] . In order to explain the excess heat effects in measurements of the heat capacity the authors suggested a disproportionation of the hexa-hydrate into hepta-and mono-hydrate. Due to the low temperature the new phases formed remained micro-crystalline. A similar effect was observed earlier for ZnSO 4 ⋅6H 2 O [123] .
MgSO 4 ⋅5H 2 O, the pentahydrite or allenite is considered as metastable in binary aqueous solutions. Metastable MgSO 4 ⋅3H 2 O is easily crystallized as crystals of several mm in size during evaporation of [93, 124] . MgSO 4 ⋅4H 2 O often crystallizes in solutions highly concentrated in MgCl 2 before the stable phase of hexahydrate or mono-hydrate appears [125] . It is not sure, whether the tetra-hydrate has a small stable crystallization region [125] . Recently, for the tri-and tetra-hydrate heat capacity measurements between 5 and 300 K as well as heat of solution measurements were published [126] . With a mathematical programming analysis (MAP) these authors combined caloric data with new results from hydration -dehydration equilibria in solidvapour equilibria [127] and derived two slightly different sets of formation data for the hydrates with R = 7, 6, 4 and 1. It was concluded that the tetra-hydrate is metastable in the entire range of temperature and humidity from 200 K to 360 K and 15 to 80 %, respectively.
Formation of the mono-hydrate MgSO 4 ⋅H 2 O in solutions of MgSO 4 or MgSO 4 + MgCl 2 results all the time in very tiny crystals, even at long-lasting equilibration at temperatures between 363 and 513 K (90-140 °C) [93] . According to the extensive investigations of Ziegenbalg on kieserite and 5/4 hydrate formation, the excess water of about 0.25 mol is the result of the incomplete and thus distorted crystal structure with incorporated water on interstitial sites. The author found out that pure monohydrate, which is structurally identical with the natural kieserite can be obtained by putting 5/4 hydrate into boiling water and evaporating the suspension until dryness. This procedure has the advantage, that the kieserite is free of adherent mother liquor, mostly of high concentrated MgCl 2 or other hygroscopic salts. Also boiling of MgSO 4 in a 50 % H 2 SO 4 should give a very fine crystalline kieserite [93] .
Calcium sulfate phases
Calcium sulfate occurs as minerals anhydrite, CaSO 4 , gypsum, CaSO 4 ⋅2H 2 O and bassanite, CaSO 4 ⋅0.5H 2 O. According to the solubility diagram CaSO 4 -H 2 O the hemi-hydrate is always metastable. Crystal structures of anhydrite and gypsum are well-known. A discussion and investigation of the morphology of gypsum (twinning, intergrowth of crystals etc.) in relation to growth conditions and crystal structure is given by [128] . Further studies on gypsum morphology and twinning were provided by [129, 130] . Estimations of the transition temperature between gypsum and anhydrite vary from 42 to 60 °C due to the scatter of experimental solubility data and the obtuse angle, under which the solubility curves are crossing [131] .
The structure of the hemi-hydrate itself was under discussion several decades, because of variations in water content and crystallinity. At appropriate conditions (temperature, water activity) the α-form of hemi-hydrate crystallizes from aqueous solutions. When drying gypsum in absence of solution the β-form is obtained. Both forms are characterized by a crystal structure, where the water molecules occupy sites in channels along c-axis. The β-form can be considered as a not completely ordered form of α-CaSO 4 ⋅0.5H 2 O, although some authors argued for a specific structure of β-hemi-hydrate [132, 133] . Structural disorder is reflected in broadened X-ray diffraction patterns, larger specific surfaces, sub-micro crystal sizes and higher hydration rates to form gypsum with water. The α-and β-form can be distinguished easily by recording DTA curves and looking for the appearance and temperature of an exothermic effect. For the β-form this effect is more pronounced and occurs at much higher temperatures (320-375 °C) [134] . The reason for the exothermic effect has obviously to be seen in the collapse of the anhydrous intermediate γ-form (also called "soluble anhydrite"), which has the hemi-hydrate structure preserved, but with empty channels [135] . The steps of dehydration from gypsum through hemihydrate and γ-CaSO 4 were recently confirmed by means of micro-XRD inside of a DTA set-up with fast recording of reflexion patterns [136] . For α-hemihydrate the appearance of the exothermic effect depends also on the crystal morphology [134] . In literature related to building materials the anhydrous forms of CaSO 4 are often denoted as AIII and AII for the γ-form and the stable anhydrite, respectively.
The controversial aspects of the α-CaSO 4 ⋅0.5H 2 O concern the choice of the unit cell, effect of twinning and the water occupation (positions and amount) in the channels of the structure. The preferred symmetry is monoclinic as C2 or I2 [135, 137, 138] , but trifold [139] or sixfold [140] twinning can give pseudo-trigonal or pseudo-hexagonal symmetry. Indications for the existence of CaSO 4 -subhydrates with water contents between 0.5 < × < 0.8 were reported from gravimetric analyses and peak splitting of X-ray patterns in dependence on relative humidity [141, 142] . Weiss and Bräu [140] claimed that such sub-hydrates does not exist and single crystal diffraction patterns are only effected by many-fold twinning. However, from careful single crystal X-ray structure analysis at different humidities correlated with systematic powder X-ray diffraction and thermogravimetric investigations a reversible phase transition between a 0.5 hydrate and a 0.625 hydrate could be observed when crossing a relative humidity between 30 % and 75 % [143] . Whereas the structure of the hemi-hydrate possess only one type of water channels with 3 molecules water per unit translation along the channel the sub-hydrate has two types of channels, one with 3 and the other with 4 water molecules per unit translation [143] . For the analogous calcium selenate the sub-hydrate with 0.625 H 2 O represents the phase crystallizing when a di-hydrate suspension in water is heated in an autoclave to 190 °C. It shows the same channel structure as found for the sulfate with 0.625 H 2 O [144] .
Recently, Robertson and Bish [145] investigated the kinetics of dehydration of gypsum and rehydration of anhydrite under controlled humidity insitu in a diffractometer. At 220 K and 6 % relative humidity the extrapolated kinetic curves predict the beginning of gypsum dehydration after about 500 years. Depending on humidity they also discussed besides bassanite with 0.5 H 2 O a sub-hydrate with 0.67 H 2 O as intermediate phases and its possible role on the surface of Mars. Finally, X-ray patterns sent from the Curiosity rover on Mars revealed 1.5 % anhydrite in a sample from Gale crater [146] , which underlines the importance of the CaSO 4 phase chemistry for an understanding of the processes on this planet. CaSO 4 ⋅0.5H 2 O can take up sodium from saturated aqueous NaCl solutions at 70 °C. The molar Na + /Ca ++ ratio can reach values near 2/5. The sodium is partly incorporated into the water channels of the hemihydrate structure and partly substituting calcium ions. This process is reflected in a stepwise increase of dehydration temperatures, changes in Raman spectra and X-ray diffraction patterns [147, 148] . The highest ratio corresponds to the structure of the known double salt, sodium penta-hydrate, 5CaSO 4 
Double salts with magnesium sulfate
With Na 2 SO 4 the three minerals blödite (astrakanite), Na 2 SO 4 ⋅MgSO 4 ⋅4H 2 O, löweite, 6Na 2 SO4⋅7MgSO 4 ⋅15H 2 O and vanthoffite, 3Na 2 SO 4 ⋅MgSO 4 , are known since the time of van't Hoff [1] . The exact composition of löweite was established not before the chemical analysis of Kühn [163] , which was confirmed by crystal structure analysis later [164] . In 1982 a new mineral named konyaite, Na 2 SO 4 ⋅MgSO 4 ⋅5H 2 O, was found in Konya basin in Turkey [165] . Crystals of this double salt can be grown easily from equimolar Na 2 SO 4 -MgSO 4 aqueous solution evaporating at temperatures around 300 K (27 °C) and a humidity of 79 %. Unfortunately, the solution composition from which the crystals grew was not determined, but the crystal structure was [166] . Asalt even richer in water, Na 2 SO 4 ⋅MgSO 4 ⋅10H 2 O, was prepared during evaporation of solutions at similar conditions [167, 168] . At low temperature from blödite at 263 K (-10 °C) at a humidity buffered with ice within two weeks a Na 2 SO 4 ⋅MgSO 4 ⋅16H 2 O was obtained and the structure solved [169] .
With K 2 SO 4 magnesium sulfate forms the well-known minerals picromerite (schönite), K 2 SO 4 ⋅MgSO 4 ⋅6H 2 O, leonite, K 2 SO 4 ⋅MgSO 4 ⋅4H 2 O, and langbeinite, K 2 SO 4 ⋅2MgSO 4 . Lowest possible formation temperature of langbeinite from solutions of the seawater system is 325 K (52 °C) [31] . According to earlier sources it was 310 K (37 °C) [170] . As a quite common mineral in salt deposits of the Zechstein period knowledge about the possibilities of langbeinite formation are quite important for an understanding of the evaporitic deposits.
Leonite and picromerite are intermediate products in processes for K 2 SO 4 production from KCl and MgSO 4 hydrates [171] . The crystal structure of leonite has some disorder at room temperature [172] , which could be the reason for the reported ability to uptake some sodium sulfate [4] . However, Braitsch [3] discards the possibility of solid solution formation with arguments from a chemical analysis of large natural leonite crystals and the different crystal structures of bloedite (Na 2 SO 4 ⋅MgSO 4 ⋅4H 2 O) and leonite. To the best knowledge of the author, variable composition of leonite was never investigated in detail. At 100 K leonite structure becomes ordered, passing an intermediate structure between 269 and 121 K [173] . The successive structural transitions were confirmed by vibrational spectroscopy [174] . Standard formation enthalpies are known for leonite, picromerite (schönite) and langbeinite in [35] .
Double salts with calcium sulfate
The most stable double salt with Na 2 SO 4 represents glauberite, Na 2 SO 4 ⋅CaSO 4 . Crystallization of glauberite is often retarded and thus labile phases like 2Na 2 SO 4 ⋅CaSO 4 ⋅2H 2 O (labile salt) [175] or the sodium penta-salt [176] crystallize from solutions. 2Na 2 SO 4 ⋅CaSO 4 ⋅2H 2 O was found as a mineral eugsterite [177] . A salt with composition 5Na 2 SO 4 ⋅CaSO 4 ⋅6H 2 O was found in the area of the Aral lake by Slusareva [178] . Hill had already investigated the metastable phase equilibria of these double salts in the systems Na 2 SO 4 -CaSO 4 -H 2 O [176] . As mentioned above, the Na-penta salt can be considered as an end member of the calcium substitution in CaSO 4 hemi-hydrate [147] . [179] , however as a synthetic compound it was known since vant' Hoff. At hydrothermal conditions near 200 °C a anhydrous double salt, K 2 SO 4 ⋅CaSO 4 , can crystallize [90] .
No double salts are known between calcium and magnesium sulfate. [180] , and polyhalite [181, 182] . In old literature, but also up to now for kainite the formula KCl⋅MgSO 4 ⋅3H 2 O is used, but the correct water content according to chemical analysis [183] and crystal structure is 2.75. For d'ansite only structure analyses are reported for the zinc [184] the manganese and iron [185] analogues. Kainite and polyhalite are very abundant evaporitic minerals. Both from kainite and from polyhalite it is known that without seeding crystallization even from very supersaturated solutions can last several weeks up to months. Also the dissolution kinetics of polyhalite is very slow at ambient temperature.
More complex salts
Phase stability
In the previous chapter before 65 minerals or salt phases were mentioned, whereby 18 of them contain calcium. The degree of characterization and knowledge about stability and formation conditions for the various hydrates and double salts is quite different, often not sufficient for clear predictions of their existence fields in higher component systems or in certain temperature intervals. Modern sophisticated X-ray and Raman instruments enabled the discovery of new hydrates for instance with magnesium sulfate as a salt constituent. Questions about stability of salt phases at low and enhanced temperature are discussed again more intensely with the background of planetary science [9, 114, 186] and long-term waste disposal in salt geological formations [6] .
Stable equilibria in the quinary oceanic system
Jacobus Henricus van't Hoff was the first, who developed a systematic approach to build up the phase relations in the oceanic system from simple binary systems step-wise adding a component until reaching the hexary system. The papers from his 12 years work on this topic together with his pupils and colleagues are collected in the famous book [1] . Van't Hoff used thermodynamic relationships and appropriate experimental methods. His main experimental methods were dilatometry, calorimetry, differential vapour pressure measurements and solubility determinations. In a very effective way he had combined these methods to fix invariant points and thus to establish the formation conditions for most of the various salt hydrates and double salts of the hexary oceanic system.
Starting with the binary systems, the lower and upper temperature for the stability of hydrates was determined, then in ternary systems the formation of double salts and its hydrates had to be studied. Figure 2 shows schematically temperature limits for some salt phases. With these temperature limits van't Hoff constructed so-called paragenetic schemes (Fig. 3) to show the possible simultaneous existence of salt phases and their saturated solution in higher component systems at a chosen temperature in a compact form.
The isothermal invariant points were denoted with letters P, Q, R, Z (Fig. 3) , which are still in use today (although in the original papers the letters denote not all the same phase equilibria).
Later this work was continued by a large number of scientists and groups as D'Ans, Autenrieth, Serowy, Kurnakov, Zdanovskii, Lepeshkov, Yanat'seva, Soloveva, Balarev, Emons, Holldorf and others, who exclusively applied the solubility method, mostly in order to improve accuracy of solubility description, to refine some invariant points or to extend the temperature range. D'Ans compiled and evaluated the work on oceanic solubility equilibria until 1933 [41] . Taking into account solubility data up to the year 1962 Braitsch [3] discussed certain solubility equilibria in the quinary and hexary system with particular importance for the genesis of evaporitic deposits. Thereby, he points out differences of certain mineral parageneses due to more new investigations since D'Ans and van't Hoff. One of these parageneses was blödite-kainite at 35 °C, which should not exist according to van't Hoff and also not according to the polythermal 4-salt lines given in [41] .
Collections of experimental data until 1972 can be found in the volumes [187] . In the Supplement volume of the "Potassium" volume Gmelins Handbook of Inorganic Chemistry [24] literature of oceanic systems is compiled until 1970.
The most recent evaluation of experimental solubility data from binary until the quinary system was performed by Usdowski and Dietzel [31] . For the multi-component systems in general it covers a temperature range from 0 to 100 °C. However, for the subsystem K + , Mg
--H 2 O the authors stated, that the basis of experimental data did not justify to draw reliable solubility diagrams above 55 °C. For the quinary system under the condition of saturation with NaCl Usdowski et al. [188] provided an extensive comparison of their invariant points with those given by D'Ans [41] and Autenrieth [170] (Table 5 ). The methodology for estimating these invariant points is illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 .
At a given temperature the relative portions of salts in a solution of the quinary oceanic system Na
can be presented by a trigonal prism with the salt components at the corners as shown in Fig. 4 . An isothermal invariant point at temperature T 1 (4-salt point) is the result of crossing 3-salt lines in this point. If these salt phases exist also at another temperature T 2 they will cross at another composition for T 2 and so on for more temperatures. Plotting the projections of all these 4-salt points on the planes of the prism will yield lines, which then meet in a polythermal invariant 5-salt point. Thus, the experimenter has to take the analytically determined equilibrium concentrations for all the ions, to calculate the salt portions from it and to plot into diagrams consisting of the planes of the trigonal prism. Ideally all these plots should show a crossing point at the same Cl-SO 4 ratio. Due to the analytical errors this will not be the case. Dependent on the available analytical techniques, the accuracy for the various ions will differ and calculations of ion ratios will magnify these uncertainties. One should mention here, that accurate determinations -68  16  bl+gs+le+pc   26  26  26  29  gs+lg+lw+vh  98  98  70   ep+hx+ka+le  27  27   -30  ks+lg+lw+vh  108  108  108  17  bl+ep+ka+le  --27 Codes: bi, Bischofite; bl, bloedite; ca, carnallite; da, dansite; ep, epsomite; gs, glaserite; hx, hexahydrite; ka, kainite; ks, kieserite; le, leonite; lg, langbeinite; lw, loeweite; mi, mirabilite; pc, picromerite; th, thenardite; vh, vanthoffite.
a No number given = cancelled points, bold letters: new invariant point according to [188] .
of ion concentrations by the commonly applied ICP or AAS technique requires considerable calibration efforts to ensure relative errors below 1.0 % for each element in a salt solution. In Fig. 4 the water content is not included. To consider the water content a fourth dimension would be necessary. However, the water content will also change from point to point and so the absolute ion concentration in mol/kg H 2 O. Consequently, also the absolute ion concentrations must meet in a common point, when plotted the relevant equilibrium concentrations. This is usually done, because in this way magnifying effects of errors by calculation of ion ratios are avoided. Therefore, one chooses the concentration of that ion, which changes its concentration sensible enough in relation to the analytical accuracy. This is mostly the magnesium or sulfate ion. All the invariant points shown in Table 2 were determined by plotting the isothermal invariant points as a function of temperature and a suited composition variable as for instance the magnesium concentration in Fig. 5 . As shown in Table 5 quite a number of changes are proposed by Usdowski et al. [188] . These changes concern the phase assemblages as well as some temperature changes. Thus, 13 invariant points given by D'Ans were cancelled and 11 new invariant points are introduced. The most relevant changes concern the inclusion of dansite in the equilibria, the decrease of the upper stability limit for kainite from 83 °C (van't Hoff) to 78 °C. The drawback of this compilation is that for the reader the procedure of arriving at these conclusions is not transparent. Also unpublished results had been involved and no accuracy statements have been given for fitting equations derived for the equilibria in subsystems. Table 5 . Symbols = experimental data, lines = equations from [31] .
Even if one knows all invariant and univariant equilibria of all subsystems the curvature of the bi-variant solubility planes or hyper-planes can only be roughly estimated. Such knowledge is for example important to elucidate concentration gradients (driving forces) or mass balances in geochemistry of evaporites, when evaluating diagenetic processes [3] . However, solubility experiments were performed nearly exclusively for uni-or non-variant equilibria not within the planes of the diagrams.
When assessing our present knowledge about the solubility equilibria in this quinary system we have to point out, that in the areas unsaturated of NaCl only a relatively small number of data is available and a complete evaluation of the system in a temperature range 273-373 K is absent until today.
CaSO 4 -containing solutions and the hexary system
The situation becomes worse when adding calcium and one has to switch to the hexary system. Until today, there exists no further detailed assessment of the hexary system of oceanic salts based on experimental data. Many years ago, an IUPAC initiative was started to systematically evaluate solubility data from simple binary up to the complete hexary system. Such a huge task could not be full-filled in an acceptable period of time on a voluntary basis. However, some volumes of data evaluations of subsystems appeared [26, 189] .
Except gypsum all other CaSO 4 -containing phases require a quite long time (months, years) to equilibrate with its solution. This slow kinetics of equilibration causes a quite large scatter in the reported experimental results. Thus, stability limits between gypsum and anhydrite or the extension of the polyhalite field around ambient temperatures are not fixed accurately enough.
Equilibria between a pair of solids are well defined, if conditions can be realized in the experiments to approach the equilibrium from both sides. In case of the gypsum/anhydrite pair at room temperature only gypsum can nucleate within laboratory time scales, not anhydrite. So the accurate temperature-concentration conditions for the conversions are still too uncertain [131] . In water the transition temperatures are given between 42 and 58 °C. Dissolved electrolytes depress the transition temperature due to decreasing the water activity. An actual question is, at which temperature the dehydration process of gypsum will set in, when the solution is saturated with NaCl. Is it above room temperature or below and how much? This problem concerns the use of CaSO 4 -based building materials in rock salt environments. Also a new experimental attempt [190] could not reduce the uncertainty, since the new experiments suffered from similar deficiencies as in [191] earlier as discussed by us [131] .
Thermodynamic modelling
At least since the success of Pitzer's equations [192] [193] [194] [195] [196] [197] in applications to electrolyte solutions at high concentrations, thermodynamic modelling is common practice to describe phase equilibria and thermodynamic properties in salt -water systems up to high ionic strengths. The expectations in thermodynamic modelling are the following: -easy quantification of dissolution/crystallization processes in multi-component systems by means of computers and appropriate software as PHREEQC http://www.hydrochemistry.eu/ph3/index.htm ChemApp, FACTSAGE http://www.factsage.com/ EQ3/6 [198] Geochemist' Workbench (/GWB) http://www.gwb.com/ GEMS http://gems.web.psi.ch/ -simultaneous access to thermodynamic properties of the saturated and unsaturated solutions -hope for accurate enough interpolation in temperature -concentration space with spare experimental data -hope for extrapolation into experimentally not investigated T -p-composition ranges -help for evaluation of experimental data and selection of the most reliable one Eugster, Harvie, Weare and Möller were the first to apply Pitzer's equations and interaction coefficients to perform a complete modelling of the hexary system of the oceanic salts at T = 298 K [199] [200] [201] . Later they added also the acidic and basic salt solutions as well as the carbonates [202] . In connection with computer programs mentioned above the model [202] became a common tool in geochemistry and environmental science for interpretation of mineral interactions with salt solutions and is often denoted as HMW84 database. However, the thermodynamic data (chemical potentials) are not independent from solubility data. Already Harvie and Weare had to tune parameters such that the accepted at that time equilibrium data of CaSO 4 phases were described. Therefore small changes (chemical potentials, interaction parameters) were adopted in the database in the papers between 1980 and 1984. Figure 6 shows a plot of the solubility equilibria in the quinary system at 25 °C as calculated from the HMW84 model and of the data of the compilation from Usdowski and Dietzel. The overall agreement seems good, however, in details exist differences and presently it cannot be decided, which one reflects the truth better (see for example extension of grey areas).
If one compares ion concentrations for the invariant points in the quinary system on one side from HMW84 model and on other side from USD compilation the differences are mostly clearly outside the analytical errors as can be recognized from Table 6 .
After the availability of some sets of measured isopiestic data of simple electrolytes solutions at enhanced temperatures [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] [208] [209] [210] [211] [212] [213] , they were combined with solubility data to establish Pitzer models up to 200 °C (for example [214] [215] [216] . Unfortunately, these models cannot be used to calculate multiple equilibria involving all the ions within the claimed temperature ranges. These models should only be used for calculations equilibria in temperature and composition ranges, where they had been checked against experimental data.
The main reasons for that are: a) the Pitzer's equations give no guidance for temperature dependence of ion interaction parameters outside the fitted range b) at enhanced temperatures new ion interactions as ion association become more and more important c) at the very high saturation concentrations of MgCl 2 and CaCl 2 activities cannot be described adequately with three Pitzer parameters at one temperature d) missing of sufficient activity data for unsaturated electrolyte solutions containing more than one salt.
There are efforts to overcome problem b) and c) by extending the Pitzer interaction formalism by ion strength dependent tripel ion interaction parameters [217] [218] [219] [220] [221] [222] . But this increases the number of adjustable parameters and thus demands for even more experimental data. A renaissance of UNIQUAC models applied to electrolyte systems [223] [224] [225] [226] [227] ; tries to overcome problem a), since the model formalism has inbuilt interaction energy parameter, which guide temperature dependence of the interactions. Until now with these models selected equilibria and thermodynamic properties had been successful described, multi-component systems at saturation had not been tested sufficiently. When comparing the number of adjustable parameters there is no difference between Pitzer-like and UNIQUAC-like (or local composition type) models.
The necessity to provide computational models for engineers and geochemists to perform process simulations with seawater systems generated an initiative in Germany to create a thermodynamic database (THEREDA -THEmodynamic REference DAtabase, www.thereda.de) with the primary purpose to describe as correct as possible the equilibria of the oceanic salt -water systems and in addition then phase and speciation equilibria of actinides and heavy metals in such solutions in combination with the seawaters major ions.
The decision was made to use the Pitzer model, because it is implemented in a number of programs and seems to be flexible enough to adopt the parameters for correct description of multi-phase solubility equilibria up to concentrated solutions in a limited temperature range. The envisaged temperature range is from 273 K to 383 K. The approach is to start with solution models of binary and ternary solutions as published for Particularly, the latter two modifications have large effects on the equilibria, where CaSO 4 is participating. Figure 7 presents a part of the phase diagram of the system Na
Since the HMW84 model predicts the transition between gypsum and anhydrite at a lower water activity, the crystallization field of anhydrite in the HMW84 model appears only near the NaCl saturation, whereas with THEREDA one calculates a much larger extension of the anhydrite field. The justification for the choice of the water activity for the gypsum/anhydrite transition can be seen in Fig. 8 . The solubility curves of these two minerals cross each other at about 4 molal NaCl at 298 K and such a solution has a water activity of 0.85 and not 0.77 as was derived by HMW from a work of [191] .
The development of the crystallization field of polyhalite along the history of data and models at T = 298 K is presented in Fig. 9 . Already the HMW84 model enlarged the field of polyhalite compared to D'Ans. According to our data [228] incorporated in the THEREDA model it should be even larger, which is also more appropriate considering the wide spread occurrence of polyhalite in nature at varying environments.
Some selected examples for the THEREDA model quality at temperatures other than 298 K are given in Figs. 10-13 in comparison with available experimental data. More examples can be found at www.thereda.de. 
Conclusions
The present knowledge about salt phases formed from the major ions of the oceanic system has been reviewed. Due to the progress particularly in Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction technique new phases of hydrated sulfates of magnesium, sodium and calcium have been identified and characterized structurally. In the opinions of the author there is still room for more of such discoveries. However, the determination of their metastable or eventually stable crystallization fields in the solubility diagrams is left open. Even for the long time known magnesium sulfate hydrates the stability relations in contact with solutions could not be resolved satisfactorily for the lower hydrates. Whereas calorimetric measurements can improve the thermodynamic characterization of the solid phases and enhance the reliability of thermodynamic models, they are not sufficient to clarify subtle stability relations in solubility equilibria. This has to be done by means of equilibration experiments, which will be mostly solubility determinations. However, for difficult cases as for magnesium and calcium sulfates and their double salts kinetic and mechanistic aspects of crystallization and dissolution should be included in these investigations. For example the long-standing question of a definite answer at which temperature and water activity the gypsum/anhydrite transition occurs at ambient conditions requires kinetic and mechanistic insights. The AFM work of Pina [229] on anhydrite crystal growth gives good hints how to proceed. On the other side, it is not very useful in practice to know that a transition at a certain temperature should occur, but not how long it will need.
At temperatures below or above 298 K the accuracy of the best available data for invariant points and uni-variant solubility equilibria in the multi-component solutions (4-6 ions present) of oceanic salts is often much lower than modern experimental and analytical techniques would allow or even do not meet the practical requirements. For solutions not saturated in NaCl the solubility equilibria in the quinary system Na + , K+, Mg ++ /Cl -, SO 4 --H 2 O are not systematically investigated at all, even not for 298 K. Thermodynamic models, if correctly reflecting the experimental data enable fast access to solubility data, to establish mass and heat balances for dissolution and crystallization processes at composition and temperature ranges of interest. At 298 K (25 °C) by means of the Pitzer's equations the model has nearly arrived at such a status for the quinary system without calcium. However, thermodynamic modelling could not improve the accuracy problem in multi-component phase equilibria and not remove existing uncertainties in respect to phase stabilities in some ranges of composition and temperature. Major improvements could be achieved, if thermodynamic modelling would be connected with systematic solubility studies of single solid phases in the multi-component oceanic solutions. These equilibria are easier to establish and chemical analyses methods could be fine-tuned for these conditions. This way the estimation of interaction parameters becomes more reliable, since at present the modeller is often forced to extract these parameters from scattered data of solubility equilibria with several solid phases present. Of course, also additional isopiestic or suited galvanic cell voltage measurements in ternary and quaternary unsaturated solutions would contribute to higher model qualities.
